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How data and policy relate

Updates
(every decade)

Land Use Inventory:
Existing land uses

Building permits:
New development by year

Agricultural
Preserves:  What 

won’t develop

Plat Monitoring:  
What will develop

Comprehensive Plans:
Guiding / planning future land use

Amendments
(interim changes)
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Plan amendments from 2010-2016

Distribution among amendment types

Project specific housing amendments

Distribution among Community Designations

Today’s Discussion
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Amendment Types
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53

Infrastructure

Up Guide

Down Guide

Switch

Small Area

Minor Text

System Statement Council Action Administrative

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the last 7 years, 104 communities amended their comprehensive plans, resulting in 473 amendments. We categorized the amendments in to 7 main categoriesSystem StatementTextSmall Area PlansSwitchDown GuideUp GuideInfrastructureSome of our amendments fall in to multiple categories on this list. So totaling this table will double-count some amendments.System Statement amendments occurred in response to updates to the 2030 TPP and the 2030 RPPP. These were not required for all communities, hence the small number.Text amendments include items like changes to allowable uses within a land use category, changes in jurisdiction such as Washington County delegating land use authority to the Townships or watershed district boundary changesSwitches, by far the largest category represent a change in land use guiding – from residential to non-residential, vice versa, for example. I will discuss that further in a future slide.Down Guiding and Up Guiding represent reguiding a residential property to a lower or higher density residential land use category. These amendments represent changes among residential land use guiding.Infrastructure amendments represent changes to plans that affect transportation, parks, water supply, or sewers. There are sometimes systems adjustments that occur through additional analysis, or in the case of parks, represent local system planning work.



Metropolitan Urban Service Area
Urban Center

Urban

Suburban

Suburban Edge

Emerging Suburban Edge

Rural Center

Diversified Rural

Rural Residential

Agricultural

Rural Service Area

2040 Thrive Community Designations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve included this map to refresh on the community designations and how they’re distributed. Throughout this presentation, I will refer to these designations in how amendments and their affects are distributed across the designations.
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CPAs by Community 
Designation

58

36
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54

107

9

2

32

1

Urban Center

Urban

Suburban

Suburban Edge

Emerging Suburban Edge

Rural Center

Rural Residential

Diversified Rural

Agricultural

Presenter
Presentation Notes
8 CPAs were from CountiesSuburban and Emerging Suburban Edge communities amended their plans the most, accounting for about 57% of the total amendments in this time periodThese are community designations that are in a transition of sorts. Suburban communities were most recently primarily focused on greenfield development and have now turned their focus to primarily redevelopment. Emerging Suburban Edge are managing the transition from Rural to Urban, sewered to unsewered. Both of these transitions involve managing a changing landscape in ways that were different than that communities most recent development focus.
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Total Housing Supported by 
Amendments

Total 15,868
Affordable 1,744

Senior 2,930

Presenter
Presentation Notes
About 22% of the regional total units (72,443) constructed in this time period had a development-specific comprehensive plan amendmentAbout 12% of the units resulting from CPAs were affordableAbout 21% of the units were specifically for senior housing of some type: age restricted, apartments, to assisted living
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Total Housing Supported by 
Amendments

Total 15,569
Affordable 1,744

Senior Affordable 
1,273

Presenter
Presentation Notes
About 21% of the total units constructed in this time period had a development-specific comprehensive plan amendmentAbout 12% of the units resulting from CPAs were affordableAbout 21% of the units were specifically for senior housing of some type: age restricted, apartments, to assisted living
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Housing Units Supported by 
Community Designation
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2022
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Emerging Suburban Edge

Suburban Edge
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Affordable Housing Units by 
Community Designation

173

984

1007

1303
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387
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Rural Center

Emerging Suburban Edge

Suburban Edge

Suburban

Urban

Urban Center

Regional Total Affordable

CPA Affordable Units

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In these same communities that amended their plans to support any new residential development, let’s dig into how amendments supported the total production of affordable housing in those designations. During 2010-2015, the region produced 8100 housing units affordable at 80% AMI or lower. What you see here is a subset of that total, albeit nearly all. These dark green bars reflect that total affordable housing production in the region in each of these community designations.(CLICK) The light green bars show the number of affordable housing units that were supported by plan amendments.As you can see:In Urban Center and Suburban Edge, amendments supported a relatively small number of affordable units constructed.In Urban, Suburban, and Emerging Suburban Edge communities, right around half of the total affordable units constructed were supported by a plan amendment. 
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Amendment Types

8
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System Statement Council Action Administrative

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the last 7 years, 104 communities amended their comprehensive plans, resulting in 473 amendments.We categorized the amendments in to 7 main categoriesSystem StatementTextSmall Area PlansSwitchDown GuideUp GuideInfrastructureWe reviewed 473 amendments from 2010-2016: some of our amendments fall in to multiple categories on this list. So totaling this table will double-count some amendments.System Statement amendments occurred in response to updates to the 2030 TPP and the 2030 RPPP. These were not required for all communities, hence the small number.Text amendments include items like changes to allowable uses within a land use category, changes in jurisdiction such as Washington County delegating land use authority to the Townships or watershed district boundary changesSwitches, by far the largest category represent a change in land use guiding – from residential to non-residential, vice versa, for example. I will discuss that further in a future slide.Down Guiding and Up Guiding represent reguiding a residential property to a lower or higher density residential land use category. These amendments represent changes among residential land use guiding.Infrastructure amendments represent changes to plans that affect transportation, parks, water supply, or sewers. There are sometimes systems adjustments that occur through additional analysis, or in the case of parks, represent local system planning work.
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66

112

56

23

To Non-Residential

To Residential

Among Non-Residential

To Public

CPAs: Switch Guiding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of our CPAs that proposed switches to guiding were changing from a non-residential guiding to a residential-oriented guiding. This type of change is accounts for about 45% of the CPAs. About 8% of these types of CPAs changed a land use (residential or non-residential) to a public or institutional guidingAbout 25% of the CPAs were changes between non-residential uses. �In other words, from a guiding like Industrial, to an Office guiding. Because 2030 comprehensive plans do not include as a standard measures like FAR or lot coverage, we are unable to easily determine whether the “intensity” of the non-residential use is changing. With 2040 plans, we are asking communities to include those measures, so in future years, we will be able to make that determination.Finally, about 25% of these types of CPAs changed from a residential use to a non-residential use. 
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Acreages of Guiding Switches

3,311.1

2,017.8

805.1

4,742.5

To Non-Residential

To Residential

Among Non-Residential

To Public

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows the amendment acreages for the switches. Among the switches, we characterized the amendment in to one of these amendment types based on predominant character of the amendment. Many amendments flip among uses – i.e. swap the hi and lo density areas, or swap the office and park areas, where the overall effect is the same.  While the number of CPAs that reguided to Residential was nearly double the number that reguided to Non-Residential, the affected acerage was larger for this second group. The “To Non-Residential Category” includes changes to “Agricultural” use or Ag Preserves, as well as reguiding from public or instiutional guiding.
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Guiding Switches by 
Community Designation
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Total Housing Supported by 
CPA Switches
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Amendment Types
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the last 7 years, 104 communities amended their comprehensive plans, resulting in 473 amendments.We categorized the amendments in to 7 main categoriesSystem StatementTextSmall Area PlansSwitchDown GuideUp GuideInfrastructureWe reviewed 473 amendments from 2010-2016: some of our amendments fall in to multiple categories on this list. So totaling this table will double-count some amendments.System Statement amendments occurred in response to updates to the 2030 TPP and the 2030 RPPP. These were not required for all communities, hence the small number.Text amendments include items like changes to allowable uses within a land use category, changes in jurisdiction such as Washington County delegating land use authority to the Townships or watershed district boundary changesSwitches, by far the largest category represent a change in land use guiding – from residential to non-residential, vice versa, for example. I will discuss that further in a future slide.Down Guiding and Up Guiding represent reguiding a residential property to a lower or higher density residential land use category. These amendments represent changes among residential land use guiding.Infrastructure amendments represent changes to plans that affect transportation, parks, water supply, or sewers. There are sometimes systems adjustments that occur through additional analysis, or in the case of parks, represent local system planning work.
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Up & Down Guiding Distribution
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Up Guide CPAs Affected More 
Acreage

1,687.0 

2,809.7 

Down Guide Acres

Up Guide Acres

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had almost the same number of CPAs increasing density as decreasing density through guiding changes – 56 and 54 respectively.As a reminder, these types of amendments all started as a residential guiding of some type, and then increased or decreased the density from the original guiding. The acreage of amendments increasing the density (up guides), is about 40% larger than the acreage that was down-guided.In many cases, amendments were in support of a specific development project. In other cases, changes resulted from small area planning or other similar more intensive look at a specific area. There were a small number of amendments where density “swaps” occurred. As noted earlier with switches, some amendments swapped the hi and lo density areas of a particular site. 
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Up Guide CPAs Support More 
Housing Units

2,943 

4,295 

Down Guide Units

Up Guide Units

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had almost the same number of CPAs increasing density as decreasing density through guiding changes – 56 and 54 respectively.As a reminder, these types of amendments all started as a residential guiding of some type, and then increased or decreased the density from the original guiding. The acreage of amendments increasing the density (up guides), is about 40% larger than the acreage that was down-guided.In many cases, amendments were in support of a specific development project. In other cases, changes resulted from small area planning or other similar more intensive look at a specific area. There were a small number of amendments where density “swaps” occurred. As noted earlier with switches, some amendments swapped the hi and lo density areas of a particular site. 
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Most common CPA 
type: Switching 

land uses

Suburban and 
Emerging 

Suburban Edge 
Communities 
amended their 

plans most

About 22% of 
constructed units 

were supported by 
a plan amendment

CPAs supported 
roughly ½ of total 
affordable housing 

units in Urban, 
Suburban, and 

Emerging 
Suburban Edge 

communities

Up Guiding CPAs 
affected more 
acreage than 
Down Guiding

Key Takeaways



Questions?

LisaBeth Barajas
Manager, Local Planning Assistance
Lisa.Barajas@metc.state.mn.us
651-602-1895

Community Development Committee

July 17, 2017
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